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Active Start 
 

 Our Active Start program will be geared towards JK to grade 4.  De-

pending on the needs of the students in the classroom, teachers will need to 

adapt and modify the program presented to meet each student’s individual 

needs.  Although it is also geared towards a certain age range, teachers 

should use their discretion with older students if they feel the skills presented 

in Active Start are more suited to their students.  In the end, we want students 

to be successful and confident with their skills, regardless of what level they 

begin and finish at.  

 

Basic motor / movement skills are divided into three main areas: manipula-

tion skills, transport skills, and balancing skills. The guide provides a brief 

description of each area and 12 activity plans that allow a program leader to 

structure a basic motor / movement skills program. 

 

1. MANIPULATION SKILLS 

These skills are associated with the ability to receive, handle, control, or pro-

pel an object with hands or feet or with an instrument. Manipulation skills 

include: 

Rolling, Bouncing, Catching, Underhand Throwing, Overhand Throwing, 

Striking, Kicking 

 

2. TRANSPORT SKILLS 

These skills enable an individual to move from one point to another. Trans-

port skills include: 

Running, Jumping, Hopping, Galloping, Skipping 

 

3. BALANCING SKILLS 

These skills are necessary to maintain and control body position and posture 

while at rest or in motion. They are characterized as static (stationary) or dy-

namic (moving).  
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Objective 

 Introduce movement concepts and dynamic and static balance. 

 

Movement Concepts 

These include: 

Body concepts: locomotor, non-locomotor, body shapes, and the body in  

action 

Spatial concepts: directions, levels, and pathways 

Effort concepts: time (fast/slow), force, and effort 

Relationship concepts: over, under, onto, and with people 

 

Dynamic and Static Balance 

In introducing static and dynamic balance, you want your athletes to be im-

proving existing skills and learning new skills. Don’t expect them to go from 

the initial phase to the mature phase overnight. Many factors contribute to skill 

development and once they have the prerequisite skills and strength, they will 

be able to move through the phases. 

 

Static Balance 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Start static balancing by facing the wall or holding onto something, then 

move to holding on with one hand, and then to moving away from the 

wall. Encourage lessening of the security of the grasp as balance is 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Over-uses arms (extraneous movement) 
Balances briefly on one foot 
Shows inconsistent leg preference 

Intermediate Holds arm and/or leg tightly against the body 
Performs better on the dominant leg 
Focuses eyes ahead 

Mature Maintains steady balance 
Adjusts body to maintain balance 
Extends both arms 
Holds free leg away from the body 
Focuses eyes forward 

Movement Concepts and Balance 
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gained. 

 Encourage good body position 

 Cue: Stand nice and tall. 

 Encourage eyes focusing ahead. 

 Cue: Focus on an object that isn’t moving. 

 Provide opportunities for experimentation so the athletes learn the best po-

sition in which to balance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dynamic Balance 

 
 

Teaching Cues 

 Offer a hand or use the wall for support. 

 Progress to less support from the wall or hand as balance is gained. En-

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Needs assistance 
Slowly shuffles feet 
Leads with dominant foot 
Holds body tensely and rigidly 

Intermediated Loses balance easily 
Over-uses arms (extraneous movement) 
Begins to demonstrate alternative foot pattern 
  

Mature Maintains balance while using alternative stepping action 
Maintains upright posture 
Maintains balance by using arms needed 
Focuses eyes ahead 

Movement Concepts and Balance—con’t 
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courage athletes to place the toes of one foot against the heel of another 

foot. 

 Start low to the ground and 

make sure they have mastered 

low to the ground before mov-

ing to a beam. 

 Encourage them to focus ahead 

by looking forward and slightly 

down. 

 Cue: Pick a place on the beam 

or line to focus on. 

 Encourage arms to be held out 

to the side. 

 Cue: Airplane arms 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Movement Concepts and Balance—con’t 
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Objectives 

 Continue to work on movement concepts and balance. 

 Introduce running, stopping, and starting. 

 Encourage athletes to keep their heads up and eyes open. 

 

 

 
 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Demonstrate how slightly bend elbows while swinging arms freely for-

ward and backward at the sides. 

 Cue: Remind them to have swinging L’s (arm position) while running 

 Remind them to have the elbows brush the body 

 Cue: Attach sponges to the elbows and have them brush their body with 

sponge to get the correct feeling. 

 Encourage them to keep their heads up and eyes forward 

 Cue: Laser beam eyes – remind them to pick a target and point their laser 

beam eyes at the target. 

 Encourage them to slow down when changing directions. 

 Recommend pushing off from the balls of the feet and running lightly. 

 Cue: During warm-up, have them walk on tiptoes so they can feel he ball 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Uses arms for force production only slightly 
Moves with heavy, flat-footed steps 
Uses wider base of support and feet may turn out 
Resembles a fast walk 

Intermediate Displays some lift off ground (flight between steps) 

Mature Has a little bit of a lift while running, extending support-

ing leg at push off. There should be some lift off ground 

with minimal flight between steps. 
Bends arms at 90 degrees angles and swings in a forward 

and backward motion 
Swing arms in opposition feet 
Brings recovery foot close to the backside 
Focuses eyes ahead 

Running  
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of the foot. 

 Practice kicking the heels up behind the body while running. 

 Cue: Target the backside. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Running– con’t  
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Objectives 

 Introduce jumping 

 Focus on bending the knees because that is a key component of jumping. 

 Continue to work on skills learned in the previous sessions. 

 Jumping 
 

 
 

Teaching Cues 

 Provide verbal cues to encourage a backward swing and a full forward 

swing of the arms 

 Cue: For backward swing, reach backward to the wall. 

 Cue: For backward swing, push arms back. 

 Cue: For forward swing, reach through for a favourite toy. 

 Cue: For forward swing, hit the superman position. 

 Land on toes. 

 Cue: For motorcycle landings, place feet shoulder-width apart, arms at 

shoulder level facing forward, and knees bent as in riding a motorcycle. 

 Bend knees. 

 Cue: Push down like a coiled spring to explode off the floor. 

 Cue: Do “Tigger Tails”, an activity that allows the athletes to pretend they 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Displays little or no knee bending on take-off or landing 
Leads with one foot on take-off 
Uses arms in an unproductive (or counterproductive) 

manner 
May bend head down 

Intermediate Makes a small, preparatory crouch 
Initiates jump by arm action with some forward swing 
Takes off and/or lands unevenly 
Displays incomplete extension at take-off 

Mature Takes off and lands on two feet (tow-ball-heel) 
Bends knees and body at the waist in preparation for the 

jump 
Swings arms fully in a backward-forward direction 
Extends body in flight 
Focuses eyes ahead 

Jumping 
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are bouncing on their tails; it encourages knee bends and jumping. 

 If an athlete is afraid to jump, provide floor targets to jump on or over. 

 Provide an opportunity to jump on a small trampoline or bouncing device. 

 Progressions for jumping: 

 Jumping on the spot 

 Jumping in different directions, including forwards, backwards, and side to 

side 

 Jumping from various heights, for distance, and in patterns. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jumping– con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce ball rolling (discourage bouncing). 

 Introduce underhand throwing (encourage keeping the ball in the air). 

 Continue to work on skills learned in previous session. 

 
Ball Rolling 

 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Begin with large balls and decrease size with practice. 

 Start with sitting then kneeling, and then standing while rolling the  ball. 

 Bend the knees and trunk, taking a long step into it. 

 Cue: Long and low 

 Get the opposite arm and foot working together. Call the leg “peanut  but-

ter” and the arm “jelly”. They want to come together and make a  sand-

wich. 

 Cue: Peanut butter and jelly. 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Bats or pushes ball 
Holds ball between hands with palms facing each other 
Displays the straddle stance 
Bends sharply at waist 
Swings arms through legs 
Lifts trunk as the ball is released 
Focuses eyes on the ball 

Intermediate Places one foot ahead of the other 
Holds ball with one hand on top, the other on the bottom 
Swings arm backwards 
Displays limited knee bend 
Focuses eyes alternately on the ball and the target 
Displays limited follow-through on forward swing 

Mature Focuses eyes on target 
Rolls ball with a backward and forward arm swing (one 

arm) 
Steps forward with leg opposite to the hand holding the ball 
Bends knees and releases the ball along the floor 
Follows through with a hand pointing to the target 

Ball Rolling and Underhand  Throwing 
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 Cue: To get opposite arm and leg working together, colour code 

 them. 

 Use the follow-through hand to point in the direction the ball is in

 tended to  go. 

 Cue: Pretend the eyes are like lasers and focus them to one spot. 

 To reduce the bouncing of the ball, pretend it is a delicate egg; practise 

with  hard-boiled eggs. 

 Cue: Gently, softly. Don’t break the egg. 

 

 

Underhand Throwing 
Underhand throwing should be introduced after or with ball rolling because the 

movements are similar. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Positions feet together 

Doesn’t step forward 

Throws from chest using a two-hand push 

Doesn’t backswing or follow-through 

Uses more of a sidearm action 

Intermediate Positions feet together 

May step forward with foot on same side as throwing 

arm 

Displays minimal backswing 

Displays poor timing in releasing ball 

Makes mostly a wrist flick action 

Mature Focuses eyes on the target 

Uses a full backward and forward arm swing 

Transfers weight from back to front foot 

Steps forward with foot opposite to throwing arm 

Releases object in front of the body at about waist 

height 

Follows through with hand pointing to the target 

Ball Rolling and Underhand  Throwing–con’t 
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Teaching Cues 

 Use markers on the floor to help athletes learn to step forward with the op-

posite foot. 

 Cue: User colours to help them remember. The red arm goes with the red 

shoe on the red marker. 

 Cue: Use the peanut butter and jelly cues to have them step forward with 

the opposite arm as the                  throwing arm. 

 Have them make a full arm swing movement, backwards and through. 

 Cue: Swing their arms back like an elephant trunk. 

 Use large targets and then progress to smaller ones. 

 Tell them that they want their hand to be pointing at the target when they 

are finished. 

 Release the ball around waist level. 

 Practice rocking from back to front of the foot to improve weight transfer. 

 Point toes at the target. 

 Cue: Your foot is a flashlight and you want to light up the target. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ball Rolling and Underhand  Throwing–con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce catching. 

 Focus eyes on the target. 

 Continue to work on ball rolling and underhand throwing. 

 

Catching 

 
 

Teaching Cues           

 Use soft, flexible objects such as scarves and lightweight, slow-moving 

beach balls for initial catching. 

 Use a tethered ball or a suspended ball to start. 

 Progress from large to smaller objects. 

 Use brightly-coloured objects that are distinguishable from the back-

ground. 

 Cue: Ready; watch the ball; keep your eyes on the ball. 

 Have athletes move directly into the path of the ball. 

 Cue: Get behind the ball; make your tummy the target. 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial displays poor tracking of the object 
extends arms in preparation with palms up 
uses a scooping action with the arms 
shies away from the object (turns head away) 
uses the body to catch the ball 
positions feet together 

Intermediate positions one foot ahead of the other 
holds elbows at sides 90-degrees angles 
points palms inwards with thumbs 
brings objects back to the chest and traps its 
often displays poor timing when catching 

Mature focuses eyes on the object throughout the catch 
positions the body in the path of the object 
positions one foot slightly ahead of the other in a balanced 

stance 
catches object with hands 
relaxes arms and absorbs the force of the object 

Catching and Throwing 
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Objectives 

 Introduce overhand throwing. 

 Progress towards throwing with one hand. 

 Continue to work on catching. 

 

 
 

Teaching Cues 

 Focus eyes on the target. 

 Cue: Laser eyes 

 Bend and hold elbow back at shoulder height behind the ear. 

 Cue: Non-throwing arm is pointed at the target so the arm forms a J-

shape. 

 Provide numerous opportunities and verbal cues for stepping with the foot 

opposite to the throwing arm 

 Cue: Use markers on the floor for the stepping pattern. 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Stands facing target 
Holds elbows tightly against the body with elbow action 

mainly in the forward direction 
Displays little or no trunk rotation 
Doesn’t shift body weight 
Positions feet together 
Displays little or not follow through 

Intermediate Steps forward on the same leg a throwing arm 
Holds ball behind the head 
Rotates shoulder towards throwing side 
Shifts body weight 
From back to front 
Uses arm action that is forward and high over head 

Mature Focuses eyes on the target 
Bends and holds elbows at shoulder height behind the ear 
Rotates hips do that the opposite shoulder is in line with the 

target 
Steps forward with the foot that is opposite to the throwing 

arm 
Shifts weight from the back to the front 
Leads the throw with the elbow and follows down and across 

the body. 

Overhand Throwing and Catching –con’t 
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 Cue: The throwing arm is Peanut Butter, the opposite foot is Jelly, and 

they come together. 

 Cue: Use coloured bands or tape on each limb with the same two col-

ours to come together. 

 Rotate hips so that the opposite shoulder is in line with the target. 

 Cue: Tummy faces target. Pretend tummy is flashlight and you want to 

point at your target. 

 Shift weight from back to front foot: practice rocking motion 

 If an athlete is losing balance while throwing, take the body out of the 

throw and have her sit while practicing then progress to kneeling and then 

standing. 

 Point toes at the target. 

 Provide objects that are easy to grip. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overhand Throwing and Catching –con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce kicking. 

 Continue to work on skills learned previously. 

 

 
Teaching Cues 

 Start with a larger ball and work towards a smaller ball. 

 Start from a stationary position and move towards a moving object, 

 Use markers beside the ball to have the athlete step beside the ball. 

 Cue: Stand behind and slightly to the side of the ball. 

 Cue: Step forwards onto the marker with your non-kicking foot 

 Focus eyes on the ball. 

 Cue: Watch the ball. 

 Have the athlete swing the kicking leg back and then fully through from 

the hip. 

 Use the hand opposite to the foot. 

 Cue: Use colours so that the two red limbs come forward and back at the 

same time. For example, tie a string around the right hand and the right

 ankle. 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Doesn’t prepare of follow through 
Kicks at the ball 
Uses arms for balance 
Initiates kick at knee 
Tends to use toes 
Uses dominant leg 
Holds body stiffly 

Intermediate Does some preparation 
Keeps the kicking leg bent 
Tends to use the  top of the foot 
Exhibits improved balance and body control 
Relaxes body more  

Mature Focuses eyes on the ball at contact 
Steps beside the ball with non-kicking foot 
Bends body at waist, initiating kick from hip 
Bends kicking leg (knee over ball) to contact the ball with 

shoelaces 
Swings arms in opposition to kicking foot 
Follows through with kicking leg pointing to the target 

Kicking 
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Objectives 

 Introduce striking. 

 Focus on keeping the eyes on the ball or target. 

 Work on skills learned in previous session. 

 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Start with stationary objects prior to moving ones. Progress to striking off 

a tee, to a suspended hanging ball or balloon to a slow-moving large ball 

to a small ball. 

 Cue: Keep eyes on the target 

 Use large objects to start 

 Cue: Use a beach ball on a tee and work down to a tennis or softball. 

 Stress making a big swing to get elbows away from the body. 

 Cue: Do a big back swing to get the elbows away from the body. 

 Cue: Extend elbows at contact and follow-through. 

 Adjust the athlete’s hand position according to left- or right-handed abili-

ties. 

 Cue: Right-handed - right hand should be above the left on the bat. 

 Cue: Left-handed – left hand should be above right on the bat. 
 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial Uses a vertical chopping action when swinging 
Is stationary and stands with feet together 
Faces the direction of the ball with the trunk 
Does not rotate the trunk 
Does not transfer body weight 

Intermediate Turns trunk with limited  hip rotation 
Does some weight transfer 
Positions feet shoulder-width apart 
Holds elbows close the body and slightly bent 
Makes a somewhat horizontal swinging action 

Mature Focuses eyes on the object being struck 
Displays preparatory back swing 
Rotates hips and trunk in full striking motion 
Transfers weight from back to front 
Follows through along swinging path 

Striking 




